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[Pray] 
There is no question that Canada has changed its mind about Christianity.  I saw 
something this last week that refreshed this reality for me.  On the back of the 
Canadian 5 dollar bill is a picture of some kids playing winter sports and a quote 
that reminds us of Canada’s yesterday.  It comes from Roch Carrier’s story “The 
Hockey Sweater” and says: 

The winters of my childhood were long, long seasons. We lived in three 
places—the school, the church and the skating rink—but our real life was 
on the skating rink.1 

 
Now in spite of the fact that hockey soundly took position one, church in 
Canadian society used to make the top three places to be.  It used to be central 
to what it meant to be Canadian.   
 
This is not the way it is today.  Today when I meet people my age, unless they 
indicate otherwise, I assume that they have never been to church and are 
probably unaware that Jesus Christ was an actual historical person.  Canada has 
changed its mind about Christianity. 
 
But the place Christianity finds itself in now is hardly a new one for the church.  In 
fact from a global perspective the church has hardly ever enjoyed the position of 
prominence that it had in North America 50 years ago.  Instead for the majority of 
its history Christians have had to stand up under some level of persecution. 
 
And this was the reality for Peter’s readers in the first century.  If you are just 
joining us for the first time this week we are in the middle of a series through the 
book of 1 Peter which is a short letter near the end of your Bible written to 
Christians who had been kicked out of Rome and expelled to the very edges of 
the Empire because of their faith in Jesus. 
 
And now these people were wondering “how do we live out our faith in Christ in 
the middle of a culture that has rejected us because we follow Jesus?”  And 
because of how Canada has changed over the last couple decades this has 
become our question as well. 
 
And throughout this series we have looked at Peter’s response.  He started out 
by encouraging them and us that our identities do not come from the places that 
our culture says they come from.  And this is important because our self-worth 
comes from who we are – from our identity. 
 

                                            
1
 "French-Canadian Writers: Roch Carrier". http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_five-dollar_note  
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In the first century, to be Roman meant offering worship to Caesar, attending 
coliseum games, and saturating yourself with theater entertainment which was 
really riskee.  If you didn’t participate in these activities then you weren’t really 
Roman, you were weird. 
 
Today our culture is very similar to the Roman one but with a strong flavour of 
consumerism that didn’t exist then.  So we all know that if our kitchen appliances 
aren’t stainless steel; and our cars aren’t helping us find new roads or built Ford 
tough and our hair doesn’t have enough volumizing body without any fly always 
then we aren’t valuable people.  Right? 
 
But Peter says “your identity doesn’t come from your culture, it comes from the 
fact that you are children of God”.  In chapter 1 he said: 

In His[God’s] great mercy He has given us new birth into a living hope 
through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. (1 Peter 1:3)  

 
That’s who we are; we are God’s children, we are people God has given a new 
and living hope to through the resurrection of Jesus!  That’s our identity. 
 
And because God is our Father this identity affects the way we live.  This was the 
second thing we looked at.  Basically, because we are God’s children and He is 
living within us and changing us to look like Him we seek to live holy lives 
because He is holy – we want to look like our Dad. 
 
And Peter outlined what this looks like in chapter two – it means we love our 
neighbours, those people we find ourselves working or living or shopping or 
attending church beside – we love them to the point it hurts because our Dad 
loved us so much that He sent His Son to take nails in His hands and feet for us 
while we still hated Him.  So our identity affects our actions because God is our 
Dad. 
… 
And finally our identity affects our purpose as individuals.  In our consumeristic 
culture our mission in life is to buy stuff.  This is why the morning after 9/11 the 
President of the United States told Americans that to overcome this disaster they 
were going to have to pull together and shop… not pray, not spend time with 
their families, but shop.  That’s our culture given mission. 
 
But Peter has said “culture doesn’t dictate our purpose – our purpose comes 
from our identity as God’s children.  And so we have talked often about being 
missional people.  And that means as Christians we live to increase God’s glory 
and expand His kingdom in the circles we find ourselves in.  It’s like we have all 
been given new jobs.  
 
And Peter knew what it meant to be given a new job.  Before Peter followed 
Jesus he was a fisherman, but when he encountered Jesus, Jesus said:  
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Come, follow me… and I will send you out to fish for people. (Matthew 
4:19) 

Peter your main job isn’t going to be fishing for fish; from now on your main job is 
going to be fishing for people.  And this doesn’t mean Peter never went fishing 
again, it just meant that from that point on whenever Peter answered the 
questions “what do you do?” he knew that his real job, his mission in life, was 
increasing God’s glory and expanding His kingdom by drawing people to Jesus, 
not fishing for fish. 
 
And this is the same job all Christians have been given. 
  
Now this doesn’t mean we all become pastors, it means that whatever you do, 
wherever you work or go to school or whoever you hang out with, your primary 
job or your mission is to bring Christ, who lives within you, into those situations.  
And that’s called evangelism – sharing the Good News about Jesus. 
 
And so last week we looked at being prepared to use words and tell the people 
we come in contact with about the Good News of Jesus.  And today we are in 
chapter 4 and we are going to talk about drawing people towards Christ through 
our actions. 
 
So if you haven’t already please open your Bibles to 1 Peter chapter 4.  If you 
didn’t bring your own you will find it on page 859 in the Pew Bible in front of you. 
 
Peter starts chapter 4 with these words: 
 
[Read 1 Peter 4:1] 
 
It is very interesting to me that the language Peter associates with living our faith 
out is the language of suffering.  Peter isn’t asking us to be nice to our 
neighbours; to smile at the people in the MacDonald’s drive through – that’s nice, 
but that’s not evangelism and it doesn’t draw people to Jesus. 
 
Peter is calling for a life that embraces suffering as the extent to which we must 
love those around us in order to draw them to Christ. 
 
In fact look down at verse 12 where Peter expands this same idea. 
 
[Read 1 Peter 4:12-13] 
 
Peter says since we are seeking to live for Christ, to be Christ’s hands and feet in 
the world we are living in, we shouldn’t be surprised when we encounter 
suffering. 
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In fact not only should we expect it, but he uses the strange words in verse 13 
saying we should actually “rejoice inasmuch as you participate in the sufferings 
of Christ.” 
 
Now if this sounds funny to you that is because if you have to suffer in Canada 
that is a pitiful, pitiful thing.  In fact the opposite of suffering is comfort and this is 
probably the most highly valued commodity in Canada.  Everything we do is 
about expanding our own comfort. 
 

I was watching a home renovation show recently – I love those shows.  
And a commercial came on for Lazy Boy furniture.   

 
Perhaps you have seen this one too, but in it a well dressed and attractive 
woman comes on and says something along the lines of “there are all 
sorts of stressful situations that we have to endure in life, but enduring 
stress while shopping for comfortable things – that’s just wrong.”  And then 
she goes on to say how shopping for Lazy Boy furniture is a comfortable 
experience from start to finish.   
 
Now, since everyone knows that Lazy Boy furniture is comfortable the ad 
takes that for granted and instead sells the idea that when it comes to 
Lazy Boy even the shopping experience is comfortable.  Comfort is what 
our culture values.  

 
But Peter says we need to get our minds around the fact that when we are living 
for Christ suffering, not comfort, is actually the norm.  And that is because we are 
actually participating in Christ’s sufferings.  Christ suffered to redeem the world, 
and when we suffer for Him – not when you stub your toe or lose your job – but 
when you suffer for Him, we join Him in bringing His redemption to the world we 
live in.  That’s how we join in Christ’s sufferings. 
 
And so if you have never suffered for your faith Jesus warns: 

Woe to you when everyone speaks well of you, for that is how their 
ancestors treated the false prophets.  (Luke 6:26) 

 
And in you have suffered and wondered why, Jesus helps us understand saying: 

If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated Me first. If you belonged 
to the world, it would love you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the 
world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why the world hates 
you. (John 15:18-19) 

 
So the mission we are called to involves suffering with Christ.  But what are we 
supposed to do to prepare ourselves for that? 
 
Look back with me at verse 1.  Notice Peter says “arm yourselves also with the 
same attitude” – the same attitude that Jesus had. 
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… 
 
We know from Scripture that if Jesus had asked for it the Father would have sent 
legions of angels to fight for His protection;2 but instead Jesus embraced 
suffering as the means of bringing redemption and salvation to us.  And thinking 
forward to His coming death, He said: 

Now my soul is troubled, and what shall I say? 'Father, save me from this 
hour'? No, it was for this very reason I came to this hour. (John 12:27) 

 
Jesus armed Himself to accept the suffering that was going to come by realizing 
that suffering was connected with His purpose.  And Peter urges us to prepare 
ourselves with the same attitude.  
 

When I was 18 I job shadowed a police officer named Officer Lively.  And 
this meant I got to ride shot gun on a couple of night shift patrols with him. 

 
On one of those nights we got called to shut down a high-school drinking 
party of about 50 kids.  So, with me sitting in the passenger seat and 
offering no help at all Officer Lively drove into the middle of the gravel pit 
where the kids were, got out and told them to start dumping their beers on 
the ground… I was nervous… but they did it! 

 
Nobody messed with him because everyone knows police officers come 
prepared, they come armed.  Not only did Officer Lively have a .9mm on 
his hip, we also had a 12 gauge shotgun in the car if he needed it.   

 
And so Peter asks are you armed today?  Not with guns but with the same 
attitude Jesus had.  Have you prepared ahead of time to share in the sufferings 
of Christ knowing that this is how you are going to be part of bringing redemption 
into the world?  Are you armed? 
 
And then Peter says: “because whoever suffers in the body is done with sin.” 
 
Now this is a difficult sentence to translate from the Greek, but what I think he 
means here is that if you are willing to suffer rather than give in to temptation you 
have overcome sin. 
 
The context that Peter is writing to is one where living for Christ strongly 
contrasted daily Roman life.  In that setting it was impossible to be an 
uncompromising Christian and remain unrecognized.3 
 
Instead people who chose to live out their faith stood out like roses among thorns 
– or perhaps to their neighbours like soar thumbs.   
 

                                            
2
 Matthew 26:53 

3
 Adapted from Jobes, Karen “1 Peter” (Grand Rapids: Baker Books pub co), 2005. pg 287. 
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And so Peter says in a world where the norm is to live a life that is all about 
satisfying your sinful cravings, feeding your selfish desires and pursuing your 
own comfort above everything else, if you are willing to suffer rather than fit in 
with your neighbours you will have overcome sin. 
 
And Peter follows this up with verse two: 
 
[Read 1 Peter 4:2] 
 
So let me ask you, have you armed yourself by preparing to suffer for Christ 
rather than fit in with the world around you so that you can live your life for the 
will of God? 
 
Now if you don’t really like your answer this isn’t a guilt thing – like you are a bad 
Christian.  That’s not what this is about.  Remember Jesus is the one who, by His 
Spirit, enables us to live in a way that glorifies Him.  And so if you don’t like 
where you are the answer is to pray “Jesus fill me with Your Spirit so that I can 
arm myself with the same attitude that You had.  Help me to understand that my 
purpose is to expand Your Kingdom, and help me to accept that this road will 
likely involve suffering on my part.” 
… 
With that as the foundation Peter presents two spheres for us to live our lives for 
Christ in. 
 
First look at verses 3 and 4. 
 
[Read 1 Peter 4:3-4] 
 
The first sphere Peter talks about is the secular one we used to live in before we 
came to Christ.  And here Peter says “it’s time to put your old ways of living 
behind you.  No matter how long or how bad that was, you spent enough time as 
a slave to sin. 
 

One of my pet peeves is when people give their testimony and most of it is 
about how bad a sinner they were before they came to Christ.  They 
almost make their sinful life seam glamorous. – you’ve probably heard 
testimonies like these and thought “boy I wish I had a testimony like that.”   

 
But here Peter says it doesn’t matter how long or short or how bad or good your 
life was before you came to Christ, any time spent as a slave to sin is enough.  
Leave it behind and start living different in front of your old friends. 
 
And people are going to notice because instead of joining them in their regular 
activities now you are living to a higher standard. 
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And Peter says this is going to result in suffering, they are going to heap abuse 
on you.    
 
But be armed, be prepared for this and choose ahead of time how you are going 
to live in spite of their abuse. 
  
So the first sphere Peter says we live out our commitment to Christ in is the 
secular world around us.  And this seems kind of expected.  But the second 
sphere we must arm ourselves to live for Christ in, is the church. 
  
Look with me at verse 7 and following. 
 
[Read 1 Peter 4:7-11] 
 
But why would we need to arm ourselves to live for Christ here at church?  
Shouldn’t this be a place we can let our guard down? 
 
Not really, in fact the temptation not to look like Christ at church is huge.  And this 
is why if you’ve been around for a while you know of times when Christians have 
hated each other and proved they didn’t look like Christ at all – maybe you’ve 
even been wrapped up in it. 
 
Peter knows this is going to happen and so gives three examples of what it looks 
like to arm ourselves with Christ’s attitude among Christians. 
… 
First, in verse 8, it means that “above all, (we) love each other deeply, because 
love covers over a multitude of sins.” 
 
This is essential because at church we constantly run into people that clash with 
our preferences, our perspectives, and our personality.  And if we aren’t armed 
with Christ’s attitude – a willingness to suffer in order to love rather than sin – our 
natural tendency is going to be to lash out.   
 
And this has to be one of the things that saddens Jesus most about the current 
state of the church.  When this happens what God’s children are saying to each 
other is “I care more about myself and my hurt than my identity as a child of 
God.”   
 
Have you fallen into that trap? 
… 
On paper it should be easier to love people in church than it is to love our 
neighbours, but in practicality this isn’t the way it works.   
 
So we need to be armed for this.  But interestingly it is when we are armed for 
this with each other that our witness to the world is greatest.  This is why Jesus 
tells us: 
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A new command I give you: Love one another (this is that same word for 
‘love fellow Christians’). As I have loved you, so you must love one 
another.  By this everyone (and this means everyone in the world) will 
know that you are my disciples, if you love one another. (John 13:34-35) 

 
Your most powerful witness to the world out there is that you can love the people 
in here! 
 
Unfortunately the church’s track record at this point is probably the main reason 
Christianity isn’t dominating Canada today.  Because instead of being known for 
our love people know that “The church is the only organization that shoots its 
own wounded.”  
 

When Mahatma Gandhi was asked what he thought of Christianity he 
responded “I like your Christ, I do not like your Christians. Your Christians 
are so unlike your Christ.” 

  
That stings.  Here was a man who looked at the way Christians loved each other 
and concluded that as far as he could tell God wasn’t in us.   
 
So here is the challenge, choose above all to love the people around you deeply.  
If Fort George Baptist is your church choose to love these people above all so 
that when they sin against you and hurt you – because they will – you will be 
armed with the attitude of Christ and you will be able to love even though it hurts. 
 

I hate it when pastors ask me to say stuff in church, but this is just too 
perfect.  Turn to the person beside you and tell them “I need to arm myself 
with Christ in order to love you.”  

… 
Second, in verse 9 Peter says love these people by being hospitable to them 
without grumbling.  In the first century having people in your home was a cultural 
expectation but it was especially important for Christians who had been 
ostracized by the rest of society.   
 
Opening their homes to each other was a way of showing deep love and 
acceptance.  So when was the last time someone from church was at your 
house?  If it has been a while Peter says get back into the practice of being 
hospitable. 
 

“Well I invited them last and that was 5 years ago, it’s their turn now.”  
Leave that behind and get back into the practice of being hospitable. 
 

And finally in verse 10 Peter says use whatever gifts you have to serve those 
around you.   
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The word Peter uses for spiritual gifts – “Charism” is the same word that Paul 
uses to describe the Holy Spirit given abilities that Christians have. 
 
But the thing with spiritual gifts is that they aren’t for us to enjoy, they are for us 
to give away – we are gifted for service.  Are you using your charisms, your God 
given abilities, to build the people beside you up? 
… 
So we are called to arm ourselves with Christ’s attitude in the world outside by 
being willing to suffer rather than sin, and we are to arm ourselves with Christ’s 
attitude in the church by loving at all cost, being hospitable like crazy and serving 
each other in every way possible.  And when we do this to the point that it hurts, 
Peter says this is what it means to spread the Good News about Jesus. 
… 
Let me close with this:  It is no accident; the place God has positioned you.  The 
neighbourhood you live in, the job you work at, the friends you have, the church 
you attend.  God has positioned you where you are on purpose.  The question is 
have armed yourself to be there with Jesus’ attitude?  An attitude that says I am 
willing to suffer anything in order to increase God’s glory and expand His 
kingdom in my circle – whether that is the secular world of Monday to Friday or 
right here at church.   
 
Friends, Canada has changed its mind about Christianity and now evangelism is 
more necessary than ever; have you armed yourself for it with the attitude of 
Christ?  


